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The thoroughly revised and updated Third Edition of the acclaimed Modern Epidemiology
reflects both the conceptual development of this evolving science and the increasingly focal role
that epidemiology plays in dealing with public health and medical problems. Coauthored by
three leading epidemiologists, with contributions from sixteen experts in a variety of
epidemiologic sub-disciplines, this new edition is by far the most comprehensive and cohesive
text on the principles and methods of epidemiologic research.The book covers a broad range of
concepts and methods, including epidemiologic measures of occurrence and effect, study
designs, validity, precision, statistical interference, and causal diagrams. Topics in data analysis
range from Bayesian analysis, sensitivity analysis, and bias analysis, with an extensive overview
of modern regression methods including logistic and survival regression, splines, hierarchical
(multilevel) regression, propsensity scores and other scoring methods, and g-estimation.
Special-topics chapters cover disease surveillance, ecologic studies, social epidemiology,
infectious disease epidemiology, genetic and molecular epidemiology, nutritional epidemiology,
environmental epidemiology, reproductive epidemiology, clinical epidemiology, and meta-
analysis.FEATURES:Comprehensive and cohesive text on the principles and methods of
contemporary epidemiologic researchAddresses the methodologic issues crucial to the wide
range of epidemiologic applications in public health and medicineMajor sections cover basic
concepts, study design and conduct, data analysis, and special topicsCompletely revised and
updated to bring you the most updated informationNew chapters cover causal modeling:
Bayesian analysis, probabilistic bias analysis, social epidemiology, and use of secondary
dataIncludes online access to full text so you have access to the content anytime

"Filling a critical void, this book answers the call of practitioners and scholars who for years have
been asking for a clinical text on how to use MI with youth. Naar-King and Suarez describe the
developmental context and provide many easy-to-read examples of using each MI principle and
strategy with adolescents and young adults. The authors have also drawn together some of the
most prominent figures in MI to describe applications for specific populations and settings. This
book would make an excellent stand-alone text for a course on MI or a great supplemental text
for any course on clinical interventions with youth."--Keith Herman, PhD, Department of
Educational, School, and Counseling Psychology, University of Missouri"Naar-King and Suarez
remind us that the more you try to persuade and direct, the more a young person tends to resist.
Want more productive conversations about behavior change with the young adults you work
with? Want to stop the pathologizing of adolescents and help them maximize their potential?
Look to this bookfor all-important 'how-tos' and helpful strategies."--Michael D. Clark, MSW,
Director, Center for Strength-Based Strategies, Mason, Michigan; member, Motivational



Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT)"MI has such a strong theoretical and empirical base
that it should become a standard part of training in the mental health and health fields. This book
provides an excellent introduction to MI and a compelling overview of applications with
adolescents, which is a developing field worthy of continued study. It presents ethical and skill-
development guidelines that should be required reading for anyone interested in using MI with
adolescents and young adults."--Bradley H. Smith, PhD, Department of Psychology, University
of South Carolina"A beautifully written, well-organized, and immensely substantive book on
collaborating with young people who are struggling with serious challenges. I highly recommend
this book to anyone who works with teenagers and young adults. Readers will benefit from its
unique blend of spirit and skill, lively illustrations, and universal lessons. I guarantee that this
book will not disappoint!"--Andrew Malekoff, LCSW, CASAC, Executive Director, North Shore
Child and Family Guidance Center, Roslyn Heights, New York "The authors combine a user-
friendly style with rigorous research evidence. The book is well organized and offers enough
detail to enable practitioners to grasp the subtleties that can make the difference between being
effective or not. The useful examples, tips, and chapter summaries make it a handy reference
not only for counselors-in-training, but also for experienced counselors, educators, and others
working with this client group. Also offered are very useful, practical models of how MI can be
adapted to particular behavioral issues, such as eating disorders and smoking cessation. An
indispensable guide for anyone working with issues of behavior change in young people."--
Ariana Faris, MSc, private practice, Cardiff, United Kingdom; member, Motivational Interviewing
Network of Trainers (MINT) "Whether you are working with young people with health problems
such as diabetes, eating disorders, asthma, or other disorders which require self-management
and lifestyle changes; with young people engaged in hazardous or harmful use of alcohol,
tobacco, or illicit substances; or with young people involved in the criminal justice system, in this
book you will find practical strategies to assist young people to build and maintain
motivation….This book is well written, clear, and practical, and would be a valuable addition to
the professional library of any clinician working with adolescents and young adults.” ― Drug and
Alcohol Review Published On: 2013-01-01"MI seems to provide a missing link for clients who
find themselves ambivalent not only in relation to the therapeutic input offered, but also about
the adult world that offers it, and their own changing role within that world. Divided into three
logical sections, this book sets out to provide a comprehensive introduction to the use of MI with
adolescents and young adults, exploring how the core principles of MI can be applied to this age
group and some of the common difficulties with which they present. Writing in a clear and
pragmatic style, Sylvie Naar and Mariann Suarez achieve just that, and the resulting book
proved to be easy to read, as well as being a useful and informative clinical guide….Clinicians
from a variety of professional backgrounds who are new to the theory of MI and are seeking
different ways to engages adolescents and young people in therapeutic settings will find this to
be an accessible guide. The clarity of structure and helpful chapter summaries make the book
easy to pick up, even in the midst of a busy clinic.” ― Family Psychologist Published On:



2013-01-01"This book, with contributions by 31 authors in addition to the editors, builds upon
the foundational presentation of motivational interviewing (MI) by Miller and Rollnick to
encourage and instruct those who work with adolescents and young adults in the core skills of
MI in order to produce ‘less frustrating and more satisfying interactions with young people.’” ―
Journal of Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrics Published On: 2012-09-01"Motivational
interviewing was originally developed as a technique to elicit change in the adult substance
abusing population. However, recent practice has demonstrated efficacy with younger
populations with a variety of risky behaviors and mental health concerns. This guide is extremely
user friendly in that each chapter has a summary of motivational interviewing dos and
don’ts….The authors provide strategies to incorporate motivational interviewing techniques into
other therapeutic approaches including cognitive-behavioral therapy and extrinsic motivation
approaches. The authors present this therapeutic approach in an easy-to-read format with
tables, acronyms, and catchy phrases….This manual is an important addition to any therapeutic
library." ― School Social Work Journal Published On: 2012-09-01"This is both an interesting and
important book, bringing together experts in the field of MI as it pertains to youth and young
adults, highlighting MI’s advantages with broad-based populations. Covering not only specific
pathologies, the book provides helpful insights and information on the use of MI with minority
populations, with many different psychiatric disorders….MI procedures can be of value to any
practitioner regardless of their training. This book could be a helpful addition to any graduate
level psychotherapy course and would also find an appropriate home in any child, adolescent, or
adult psychiatry residency program.” ― Child and Family Behavior Therapy Published On:
2012-01-02About the AuthorSylvie Naar, PhD, is Associate Professor in the Department of
Pediatrics and the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Neurosciences at Wayne State
University. A pediatric psychologist, she conducts research on motivational and family therapy
interventions for youth with HIV, asthma, diabetes, and obesity, and for adolescent risk
reduction. Dr. Naar is a member of the Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT) and
is responsible for the MI training of medical residents at the Children’s Hospital of
Michigan.Mariann Suarez, PhD, ABPP, is Head of Child Psychology and Assistant Professor in
the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Neurosciences at the University of South Florida's
Morsani College of Medicine. She is a pediatric psychologist whose research focuses on the use
of motivational interviewing in the areas of substance misuse, child abuse and parenting, and
the training of medical students and community practitioners. Dr. Suarez is a Diplomate in
Cognitive and Behavioral Psychology of the American Board of Professional Psychology, a
Fellow of the American Academy of Cognitive and Behavioral Psychology, and a member of the
Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers.
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Epidemiology: Beyond the Basics



kelsie, “It’s Rothman. So I will say this book is challenging to read( as a masters student). It may
require you to reread certain text to understand concepts or ideas. But, I think it’s a good book
to have if you’re looking for a good foundation to build upon.”

Cyrus Samii, “excellent and very up-to-date. I am a social scientist, not an epidemiologist, and I
found this book to exceptionally good. It is the most current, complete, and clear presentation of
methods for causal inference for observational (i.e. non-experimental) studies that I have seen.
The things that really set this book apart for me include:1. It synthesizes contributions by Pearl
and Rubin on the foundations of causal inference, and contributes its own perspective via the
sufficient cause model. This is truly cutting edge, not to mention impeccably coherent.2. The
first third of the book is on study design, including measurement, sampling, and defining effects.
This is just fantastic. Many methods textbooks jump right into approaches to analyzing data with
little time taken to discuss how to make the data in the first place. This book provides a major
corrective to that tendency.3. In data analysis, a lot of attention is given to sparse data problems,
which again is just great. So many textbooks overlook this problem, which is a huge omission.4.
The data analysis section includes discussion of up-and-coming data mining and non-
parametric methods (e.g. BART, boosted regression, etc.) to characterize response surfaces in
the service of causal inference. That's amazingly cutting edge for a textbook.5. The meta-
analysis section emphasizes simplicity and provides a very nice list of common errors that
should be avoided.6. The references are to state of the art literature not only in epidemiology, but
also in econometrics, education research, and statistics. It's great to see such cross-fertilization
across disciplines, and it shows how these various disciplines are converging, it seems, on
common analytical tools for causal inference in observational studies.There are lots of nice
examples throughout the book too. For other social scientists out there, I highly recommend this
as a primer on state of the art methods for carrying out observational studies.”

Patama G., “Epidemiology encyclopedia. I rate this textbook 5+ star for comprehensiveness ;as
an encyclopedia with short explanation about terms and techniques with furthur reading. It is
impossible to have everything indept or enough to operate within one book.However, the
comprehensiveness trade off with so small and dense text plus very formal language. I give rate
for easy reading only 3.5/5 Overall this book is nice for people who are going to another step
from "Epidemioly beyond basic" by S&N”

leon, “fine print. I rate this book 4 stars not because of contents (5 star for contents), but for the
fine print. The font of the book is so samll, like the 10pt font in your word document. My eyes
hurt after reading a while. For those only want to use as a refference book, it might be good. For
those who try to read the first time, I suggest using the 2nd edition for bigger font.”



mgianfra, “An absolute necessity for Epi students. If you're an epidemiologist (or studying to be
one), this is definitely a resource you need to have on hand. I've found it useful in studying for my
PhD qualifying exams, and also as a reference in teaching students. It is the "go-to" whenever
there is a question at hand.”

Miss D. P. Casey, “but good to have anyway. A classic reference text for any epidemiologist.
Covers almost everything you would ever need to know, and quite a lot you will probably never
need, but good to have anyway.”

Tim B, “Five Stars. A brilliant guide to epidemiology.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent book on epidemiology”

Cliente Ebook Library, “consiglio!. Arrivato ben prima del previsto, servizio ottimo. La bibbia
dell'epidemiologia! consigliato ha chi già è pratico di statistica e ha già conoscenze di
epidemiologia. Non per neofiti, potrebbe scoraggiare. Inoltre è in inglese, buono studio!”

The book by Kenneth J. Rothman has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 145 people have provided
feedback.
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